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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Burst pipe
floods Carman

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

7.7°/o hike

a housing
possibillty
BY

North tower
residents
evacuate

jENNIFER PERYAM

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

Eastern students may have to pay
more for housing next year if the
Board ofTrustees approves a housing
hike today.
Eastern's BOT will consider a proposed 7.7 percent increase in housing fees for residence halls and Greek
Court and a 3 percent increase for
University Apartment residence for
the 2005-2006 academic year.
Mark H udson, director of
University H ousing and Dining
Services, presented the proposed
room and board rates last November
to Student Senate.
H udson cited the increase in
housing fees was driven by a new law
requiring installation of sprinkler
systems in residence halls and an
increase in the cost of food.
"There is a state law called the
Dormitory Sprinkler Act that
requires all universities to have sprinkler systems installed in all residence
halls by 2013," H udson said.
The cost of the project is estimated at $10 million and installation of
the sprinkler systems would begin
this summer with Carman H all.
"Every university in the state must
meet these requirements so we are all
in the same boat," H udson said.
The increase in room and board
will help defer the costs of the sprinkler system.
" Rather than issuing a bond,
Eastern has chosen to pay for the
new sprinklers through increased
rates to save on interest," H udson
said.
H udson added that some universities such as Northern Illinois
University are expecting their housing costs to go up as much as 15 percent.
If the housing rates are approved
by the BOT, students living in residence halls and Greek Court will
pay an extra $198 and $233 per
semester, depending on the meal
plan they choose. University Court
apartment residents could pay $62
to $81 more per semester, depending on the size of the apartment
being rented.
"We have a $3.4 million grocery
bill and have been told there will be
an 8 percent increase in the cost of
food," H udson said.
H udson said approximately half
of the proposed increases would go
to cover inflationary needs and statemandated hikes in minimum wage.
SEE HOUSIN G PAGE9

fifth floor of the North tower,
Kristin Wargo, said the call to the
fire department was placed at 4:30
p.m. and fire trucks were on the
scene within 15 minutes.
By that time, however, there was
approximately 4 inches of standing
water on the ground and enough
steam that posters were falling off
the walls, Darcy Marzullo, a freshBY AARON SEIDLITZ
man resident at Carman H all, said.
NEWS EDITOR
"The first thing that I noticed
Charleston authorities evacuated was that steam started coming into
the
room,"
the
north
tower
of
Marzullo said.
"Then the leak
Carman H all
Saturday
started coming
in and it was
afternoon
when the fire
hot
boiling
water that was
department
responded to
enough to barely cover your
a fire call
DARCY MARZULLO,
that
was
toes."
FRESHMAN RESIDENT AT U RMAN HALL
Mter evacuatcaused by a
burst pipe
ing the floor,
that emitted steaming hot water.
the fire department searched the
The pipe burst on the fifth floor area to make sure the chance for an
and water leaked on that level and electrical fire had been eliminated.
also drained down throughout the
The clean up was in its last stages
remaining floors.
The Resident Assistant on the
SEE PIPE PAGE 7

"The first thing that I
noticed was that steam
started coming into the
room."
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Police: Cameras
catch thieves,
keep students safe
BY

KEviN SAMPlER

SENIO R REPORTER

Security cameras are being used
in more than eight areas on campus and recently stopped a series of
thefts from the Student Recreation
Center, where credit cards were
stolen and several thousands of
dollars in charges were made.
"When an incident occurs, it's
nice to go over and see that incident occurring first-hand through
a recording," said University Police
Chief Adam Due.
Cameras in the recreation center
led to the arrest of two students,
who have since bonded out of jail,
and to interviews that uncovered
more students were involved with
the thefts, including using the
credit cards, Due said. The case
will soon go to the state's attorney
for prosecution.
Due said the security cameras
were instrumental in making the

arrests, but police had other information to go on.
" I think we would have got
them with the mistakes they
made," which included using the
credit cards in town where other
security cameras recorded them,
Due said.
In addition to the center, the
University Police Station, Booth
Library, the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union food court
and bank, computer labs, places
where financial transactions are
made and Carman Hall also use
security cameras.
The ceiling-mounted cameras,
enclosed in black lenses, can be
found throughout the common
areas in Carman, including the elevators, laundry rooms, entrances
and near fire alarms.
"I don't like to have big brother
looking over the shoulder, but as
long as it's in the common areas,
where an officer would stand,"

LAURA Ml LEN/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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said Mike Drake, who made sure
Carman's cameras were working
properly when they were installed
last fall.
Drake said the cameras help
keep students safe and cut down
on costly vandalism like clothing
theft from laundry rooms and false
fire alarms, but some Carman residents disagree.
"I don't think it's really necessary
because we have so many people
monitoring the area," said freshman Carman resident Jamie
Kuffer. "They don't seem like they
ever really use them."
Mark H udson, director of hous-

ing and dining, said Carman's system cost about $50,000 and an
upgrade to the food court system
this summer will cost about
$9,000.
"It was basically a big waste of
money," said freshman Carman
resident Amy Frosch. "They
should have given us better food or
given us some breakfast."
The cameras in the food court
and Carman have been used in
about six criminal incidents,
H udson said, but their presence
has the power to deter crime.
SEE CAMERAS PAGE 7
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DOING THEIR PART

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY NEWS

ONLINE
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-AUSTIN

Pupils get an 'F' for fat

Do you think
security
cameras are a
good idea for
Eastern's
campus?

BY KRISTINE GLORIA
OO.ILY TEXAN

(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas - Texas Sen. Leticia
Van de Putte, D-San Antonio, recently filed a bill
that would require school districts to measure the
body mass index of students and to provide the
information on report cards.
"Clearly this should be an issue between child and
doctor, but a large amount of families don't go to
pediatricians," said Ida Garcia, spokeswoman for
Van de Putte. "We want to empower parents and
children to make better choices before it becomes a
very big problem."

A) Yes. Just look at
the number of
recent thefts.
B) No. Our
campus is safe
and secure.
C) No to big
brother! Cameras
invade our
privacy.
D) I don't care
either way.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

Bush begins second term
BY

FRIDAY

KATHRYN fi EGEN

IOWA STATE DAILY

(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON - President Bush
took his oath of office for the second time Thursday,
pledging to bring Congress together and unite the
world over the divides of hate and oppression.
As wind whipped up the steps of the Capitol, Bush
mainly focused his 21-minute speech on international and humanitarian issues.
"Our country has accepted obligations that are difficult to fulfill and would be dishonorable to abandon," Bush said.
The president also took the opportunity to address
the critics of his foreign policy.
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

Inauguration gets attention
BY N ICK BEADLE
THE CRIMSON WHITE

(U-WIRE) TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - On the day
President Bush took his second oath of office and
promised to spread freedom across the globe,
University of Alabama student political groups
encouraged their members to dress up to celebrate
or mourn the occasion.
In his second inauguration speech, Bush promised the world's oppressed people that "the United
States will not ignore your oppression or excuse your
oppressors" and would back those who "stand for
liberty." He called spreading freedom throughout
the world "the urgent requirement of our nation's
security and the calling of our time."

VOTE@
THEDAILY
EASTERN
NEWS.COM

Sara Rannels, a freshman English major, and Emily Sibley, a freshman accounting major, recycle their Sunday
papers in Taylor Hall lobby Sunday afternoon.

WTF?

PEOPLE

Sen. keeps two homes

Johnny Carson dies

MEMPH IS, Tenn. (AP) - State Sen. John Ford
testified in a juvenile court hearing that he keeps two
homes, living with two different women whose children he fathered.
Ford's testimony was part of his defense in a child
support case. The Memphis Democrat heads a
Senate committee that guides the state's child welfare
policies, and for the past year he's tried to make use
of a law he authored that keeps court-ordered support lower when a father is financially responsible for
other children.
In a Juvenile Court hearing last year that is set for
a follow-up hearing on Tuesday, Ford said he lives
some days with ex-wife Tamara Mitchell-Ford and
the three children they had together. On others, he
stays with his longtime girlfriend, Connie Mathews,
and their two children.

LOS ANGELES (AP)- Johnny Carson, the quick-witted "Tonight Show" host who became a national institution putting his viewers to bed for 30 years with a smooth
nightcap of celebrity banter and heartland charm, died
Stmday. He was 79.
Carson died early Sunday morning, according to his
nephew, Jeff Sotzing. "He was surrmmded by his fami~s
whose loss will be immeasurable," Sotzing told The
Associated Press.
He did not provide fi.rrther details, but NBC said
Carson died of emphysema- a respiratory disease that can
be attributed to smoking - at his Malibu home.
Carson often had a cigarette in hand in the early years
of''Tonight," eventually dropping the on-air habit when
smoking on TV became frowned on. But he remained a
heavy smoker fur some years afterward, said a former
associate who spoke on condition of anonymity.

students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily J\1onday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.
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slightly sour bread
made of unbolted
rye.

lloont LIBRARY CoNFERENCE ROOM 4440

Discussion session for One Book, One University, a campus-wide reading project sponsored by Booth Library.
MAnt ENERCY MEETING

7:G0 P.M.

UNIVERSITY BAUROOM

END WITHDRAW/REFU ND RECJSI"RATION

Today at 4 p.m. is the deadline to withdraw from EIU or to reduce your load and be eligible for a refund of
tuition/fees except insurance.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the

WORD
DU JOUR

pumpernickel
NICKEL AND DIMEO DISCUSSION AT LIBRARY

In Friday's editon, The News listed the incorrect date of a
six week yoga class at the Student Recreation Center. The
class wi ll begin today at 6 p.m. The News regrets the
error.

2

Days left
to register to vote
in city elections.

1 . a course, dark,

TODAY'S EVENTS
CORRECTIONS

COUNTING
DOWN

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?

Let us know if you find a facnta!
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.
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O'Brien ready to take role of Coles County associate judge
STAFF REPORT

STEPHEN HAAS/THE D\ILY

Brien O 'Brien is winding up his
law practice to take the bench after
recently being appointed as an associate judge for Coles Counry.
O 'Brien, a Mattoon resident and
partner of Ryan, Bennett, Radloff &
O 'Brien law office of Mattoon, was
selected from 23 applicants for the
position, one that O'Brien said he has
wanted since he finished law school.
"It's a position that I've been interested in for a number of years," he
said. "My interest began when I was a

EASTERN NEWS
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Banner
system
may cost
up to $6.6
million
BY

KYLE M AYHUGH

STAFF WRITER

Purchasing Eastern's new computer
systems will be an effort to spend
money in the short run in order to
save in the long run, Bill Wiesman
told the Council on Universiry
Planning and Budget Friday.
On Dec. 21, the Board ofTmstees
approved two contracts to begin the
transition of almost all university academic and administrative computer
systems to a suite of software known
as SCT Banner.
Witsman, chair of the steering
committee in charge of the Banner
project, said the net cost of the project may total $6.6 million by 2009.
Because the project will replace
current costs related to computer systems and improve performance,
administrators expect that cost to be
offset by savings.
"One of the reasons we are doing
this is to flood this campus with the
idea that we can improve our efficiencies," Wiesman said.
Although efficiency will be
improved in the long run, Wiesman
acknowledged the change will be difficult in the beginning.
"There will be some discomfort
because we are changing the way peo-

pie do their jobs all over campus,"
Wiesman said.
He also noted that the training
process may be made easier by learning from other instinttions that have
used the software.
The $6.6 million cost includes
purchase of servers, salaries of
employees related to the project and
the integration of systems Banner
cannot replace, such as Textbook
Rental.
David Carpenter, chair of the
Faculty Senate, said that while he had
no problem with the contracts, they
should have been brought to CUPB
before approval by the Board of
Trustees in order "to maintain some
semblance of shared governance."
Witsman said the new system
should be completed within four
years, and that any delay could be
costly.
"If we say, 'Let's stretch this thing
out to five years,' that costs the university another $1 million right
there," Witsman said.
A presentation on the costs of the
Banner project can be found online at
http://www.eiu.edu/ ~eise/.
Also at the meeting Bob
Augustine, chair of the North Central
Association self-smdy committee,
told the committee what to expect
when site visitors from the NCA visit
Eastern next month as part of
Eastern's reaccreditation process.
Augustine said there will be eight
site visitors who will arrive Feb. 13.
They will spend Feb. 14-16 on
campus, examining the university to
see if things match up to the selfsn•dy report Eastern compiled this
year.
"We want them to get here and say
'oh, everything you told us is true',''
Augustine said.
Mter the site visit, the NCA will
have eight weeks to send Eastern their
report, to which the university will
craft a response and then receive a
decision on accreditation.

What

do I

What
do I say?

do to

How do I

need to

a,pproach
recruiters?

prepare
for the
Career
Network
Day?

What
happens
next?

Car,e er Services Presents:

Job Fair Preparation Seminars

.January 26, 2005 6;00 pm 1301 HSC
Febru4ry 3. 2005 6:00 pm 1301 HSC

For rnore info vis it : www.jobsrv.e.iu.edu

Career Services, 1301 HSC

581- 2412

law clerk for a circuit court judge in
the state ofVirginia; that was 13 years
ago."
Associate judges are appointed

"I'm cer1ainly anxious
to begin."
BRIEN O'BRIEN, ASSOCIATE JUDGE FOR
C OLES COUNTY

rather that elected. In Coles County,

judges rotate every 18 months, and
O'Brien said he would start hearing
small claims, traffic cases, suits with
$5,000 to $50,000 in controversy and
city ordinance cases.
O'Brien will begin his new position as early as Feb. 18 and as late as
March 1, but he has to take care of
his current clients before he can
begin.
'1t will take me some time to wind
up my practice because I probably
have 100 active cases," he said. 'Tm
certainly anxious to begin."

Poker fever takes a Texas
holdem' on EIU students
Prizes awarded
for best players
from residence
halls and Greek
Court
BY KRISTY MELLENDORF
STAFF WRITER

Mter playing poker for four
hours and beating out 46 other
players, imagine the tension of sitting at a poker table of nine people
waiting to claim prizes. Every
hand, card, and wager could mean
your elimination from the game.
This
was the state of last
Saturday's poker tournament in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Universiry Union.
Lance Ellington, a representative
of the College Poker Tour from
)OSH REELEY/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Thomas H all, said he put the tournament together to "have a fun way Dim II!XB 9 I I® I
• @llx!miisity lllla~p ~· {]@
I
to bring the halls together."
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Nick Gaona, a junior career and
· lfuJg JJ>. UllliYtW. Ilifum S.!JmruJ &In
technical education major, won the
tournament and took home the first a! technologies major, received third to the individual halls to look for
prize Xhox gaming system.
place in the tournament and a interest. Each residence hall entered
Gaona said he was glad to win DVD player. Esker said although its five best student players to the
and thought that he had a good he's played poker for a long time, he tournament and Greek Court
chance, but walked in without any did nothing recently in preparation found its 10 best.
for the tournament. He also walked
expectations.
Along with pride, the players
"Throughout the game I was just into the tournament without expec- were playing for prizes for the top
trying to survive and play good," tations.
three positions. All three players
"When we got to the final table, would receive a trophy and a plaque
Gaona said.
Tom Walsh, a senior communi- I tried to sit back and let everyone to be hung in their respective resications smdies major, won a poker take each other out,'' Esker said.
dence hall. Seven door prizes
table for his second place victory.
Ellington spoke to the Residence including a football were given out
Scott Esker, a freshman industri- Hall Association, who then spoke in addition to the big prizes.
0

0
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UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for University to Teacher Education and to
initiate the selection process. Students who have not previously applied must attend a meeting.
The following meetings are available Spring 2005 semester to initiate the selection process:

January 24
Tuesday~ February 15
Wednesday~ M arch 23
Thursday~ April 7
Monday~ April18
Monday~

46163-

4:50p.m.
6:50p.m.
1:50 p.m.
6:50p.m.
3:50p.m.

1501 Buzzard Hall
1501 Buzzard Hall
150 1 Buzzard Hall
150 1 Buzzard Hall
1501 Buzzard Hall

Registration is not required

The next opportunity to initiate the selection process and apply for University
Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Summer Semester, 2005
Dr. Douglas J. Bower, Associate Dean
College of Education and Professional Studies
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Seeing through
break-up recovery

j ENNIFER
CHIARIELLO

SENIOR, JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Chiariello is the
Managing Editor
for The Daily
Eastem News.

Women, though typically exceptional at hiding their
true feelings, are becoming outed by doctors.
New research shows that getting dumped can cause
changes in women's brains that are visible on MRI scans,
the New Yom Daily News reported.
As February and the dreaded holiday for singles
approaches, some females grow a little crazier than usual.
Girls with boyfriends rirually fear a hex will be put on
their relationship just before Valentine's Day while also
anxiously anticipating gifts they will use as decoders of
what their relationship truly means.
Some single girls typically dismiss the day as just an
irrelevant Hallmark holiday not worth mentioning ... as
they mention it repeatedly.
And some girls who have just gotten out of a relationship, wish for just a day they can quietly creep into a hole
in the earth.
The most common variety of the Valentine vixens are
the quiet ones, the girls I thought to have the least alarming behavior.
Is it a female thing to have heavily guarded hearts or to
hold on to baggage longer?
The more I thought about it, though there are always
exceptions, women typically retain
more psychological effects after
break-ups than men.
And now medical science can
physically see how much.
In a recent study, researchers
examined the brain scans of 11
women aged between 18 and 40
who had been in a romantic relationship for at least six months,
which had ended within the preceding 16 weeks. All the women who
took part were experiencing problems recovering from the split, a risk
factor for clinical depression.
When nine women particularly
upset about a breakup were asked to think of ex-lovers,
researchers found less activity in the parts of the brain associated with motivation and attention span. The area of the
brain linked with sadness showed more activity.
Similarly, this could be seen when your recently
dumped friend has a hard time focusing on the Real
World plot line while plunging into a carton of Ben &
Jerry's or when she doesn't have the motivation to leave tlte
couch she has been laying on in the same pajamas she has
worn for four days.
Women were chosen for the study because they "generally have higher levels of chronic strain with breakups
than men do," wrote ArifNajib and Jeffrey Lorberbaum,
co-autltors of the report, which appears in the latest issue
of the American journal ofPsychiatry.
The researchers hope the study can help thent to
tmderstand the brain's basis for grief and how it can lead
to depression.
Feeling Valentine blues may be common among girls,
but this study indicates some behaviors deserve more
attention than others.
The brain can be physically affected by entotions.
Existing research suggests that women are two to three
times more likely to develop depression tl1an men and
that the areas of the brain believed to be linked with
depression appear to be more reactive in women than in
men.
Although the report focuses on negatives, it was important in acknowledging difficulties faced by women. Najib
wrote that grief is difficult to study because it does tend to
wane as time passes.
You might not be able to spell it out in candy hearts,
but feeling "true depression'' over "true love" is a common
feeling that can be helped and will fade with time.

"The more I thought
about it, though there
are always exceptions,
women typically retain
more psychological
effects after break-ups
than men."

EDITORIAL

Alife-saving law and ticket
They can be uncomfortable; they can ride

under the neck or armpit, and they take an
extra thirty seconds to buckle; however, seat
belts are lifesavers as proven by a recent study
that showed traffic deaths in Illinois are at its

At issue

The reduction
of traffic deaths
since the
passing of the
seatbelt law in

2003.

lowest since 1943.
This is all the more impressive because more
and more drivers hit the roads every single
year.
While improved medicine and automobile
safety certainly has contributed, local and
statewide law enforcement have pointed to the

2003 law requiring the use of a seatbelt as the
biggest reason.

Wh ile the $55
ticket is steep
and wou ld
seem unfair, it
has been a
great benefit to
the state of
Illinois.

been able to stop and issue a $55 ticket to drivers for no

this possible infringement on individual rights
was a good decision by Illinois' General
Assembly. Despite more crowded roads, traffic
deaths have gone down.

Our stance

Since 2003 law enforcement officers have

ment on their rights because not wearing a

seatbelt only hurts themselves, it is clear that

The seatbelt has also helped locally.
According to Capt. Steve Darimont of the
Coles County Sheriff's Department, Coles
County had nine traffic deaths in 2003; however, in the last two years there have not been
any.
Whether it is through determent of forking
over the money or simply following all the
attention a realization that they save lives, the

seatbelt law has shown to convince people to buckle up.

reason other than not having a seatbelt on. We are all

Despite the annoyance of receiving such a ticket, it has

familiar with the "Click it or Ticket" campaign that

saved lives and has been a benefit throughout the state.

simultaneously started with advertisements on billboards, radio and TV throughout the state.
While some complained saying this was an infringe-

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR T URN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WHAT UNIVERSITY ARE WE
ROOTING FOR?
I was at the rec center Thursday
night doing m y whole routine, and
after I was done, I wandered back
down to the lobby area..
There I found a group of at least
30 people crowded around the big
screen TV catching the final minutes
of the Illinois vs. Iowa game on
ESPN.
My friends and I joined the group
and cheered on as U of I came
through yet again with an overtime
victory over Iowa to remain unde-

feated. Cutting through Lantz to get
outside, I heard some noise. A little
cheering, some shoe screeching, And
what do you know - the Eastern
Illinois Panthers are in action, taking
on Austin Peay at home after a winless road trip.
I'll be generous and say the stands
were half full. I even noticed older
men, possibly parents of some players or local supporters, leaving the
game and catching the Illinois game
from the top level of Lantz, looking
down onto the SRC TY.
I'm not sure if as a student here, I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and intemational issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

should be bothered by what I saw.
The lack of support is a concern but
with the team playing like they are,
why waste my time? But I could be
too harsh.
I won't end before giving credit to
the sUidents out there who do care
and do show up for these games and
stick with our Panthers through
thick and thin. I want to thank those
people despite not being one of
them.
PAT LAMORTE
FRESHMAN U NDECIOED MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1311 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to

mmwilliams1220@aol.com .
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Appreciation night awards residents
BY N ICOLE MILSTEAD
STAFF WRITER
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Good
deeds go
along

way
BY

HOLLY MOHR

STAFF WRITER

Students looking for a different
way to spend spring break have the
option of spending it helping others
with the Newman Catholic Center's
Alternative Spring Break.
"The sUidents wanted to help, so
we responded," said Roy Lanham,
campus minister and site leader.
ASB, which is open to everyone,

uro
c

started in 1993 and this year will be
held from March 12- 19.
"Half of the students who go on
Alternative Spring Break trips aren't
affiliated with the church," Lanham
said.
This year, the students will take
trips to 10 sites in the United States
and three sites in Mexico to help
with various service projects. Some
of the service projects include building and renovating homes in
Tennessee with
H abitat for
Humanity, working with the homeless in N ew York, delivering meals
for people who have AIDS and HN
in Georgia and working at a day care
in Miguel de Allende, Mexico,
among others.
Krystal H ering, ASB chairman
and a senior English major, has gone
on two previous ASB trips.
"The trips are intense. (You) realize you're there to help others,"
H ering said. "It's good to get a different point of view on things."
Tllis year's theme, "Want B.E.ER?,"

San•rday night's On-Campus
Residence Hall Appreciation Night
brought a much larger crowd to
Panther basketball than normal.
More than 400 on-campus residents waited in a line that stretched
the length of Lantz Arena to get prize
tickets, said Chad Franks, Housing
and Dining counselor and coordinator of the event.
"On-Campus Residence H all
Appreciation Night went very well,"
Franks said. "Everyone seemed to be
having lots of fun."
Some of the prizes given included
food, a combination VCR/DVD
player, a 27-inch flat-screen television,
DVD's, a Rio MP3 player, a bean bag,
a lava lamp and many other prizes.
The grand prize of the night was a
double room in any residence hall or

stands for Best Experience Ever Really.
"I wanted to do something worthwhile," said Kaidyn Kingston, a senior English major. "Last year it was
such a shock to come back to normal
life after my trip. I knew I needed to
go back."
Kingston said the experience was
an eye opener, and she now has a different outlook on life and family.
"We don't know how good we
have it," she said.
A portion of the trip's cost is paid
for by the Newman Catholic Center,
but sn1dents do still have a fee. All
stateside trips are $150, and all trips
to Mexico are $450, which includes
transportation, most meals, lodging
and a T-shirt.
Students who are interested need
to fill out an application at the
N ewman Catholic Center. A $25
deposit is required when turning in
applications, which are due Feb. 20.
If smdents register by Feb.6, $25 will
be taken off of the balance, which is
due March 3.

"I was really excited
because I never win
anything."
jESSICA SEALS, SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJOR

Greek Court priced as a single for the
2005 fall semester.
Jessica Seals, a jLLnior special education major, was the grand prize winner of the night, and she said she put
the $750 prize toward a triple room as
a double, which costs $800 for the
entire year.
"I was really excited because I never
win anything," Seals said. '1 yelled, ' I
won,' and everyone stared at me."
Seals said the prizes were an incentive for her to go to dte game, but she
also enjoyed watching the Panthers
play basketball.
Cassandra H eap, a senior elemen-

tary education major from Stevenson

Hall, won a printer, paper, software
and two storage crates.
'1 was completely shocked," H eap
said. "I didn't think I would win, so I
didn't have anything picked out that I
wanted, but this is something I will
use a lot."
Jamie Navel, a sophomore elementary education major and cheerleader
for the women's basketball games,
helped set up the event earlier in dte
day and won prizes later in the night.
"I didn't even hear my ticket
called," said Navel, who won a cooler
and food. '1 was helping run it earlier
in the day, and I went back up to talk
to my friend, then I was like 'That's
my ticket'."
Every on-campus resident was eligible to win one of the two prize packets during the women's basketball
game and one of the four prize packets during the men's basketball game.

2005 Destinations:
+

Habitat for Humanity building and renovating homes in Maryville,
Tenn., and Springhill, La.

+
+

The Catholic Worker working with the homeless, in New York, N.Y.

+

Big Oaks Girls Ranch working with abused, neglected or abandoned
girls ages 6 18, in Springfield, Ala.

+

Project Open Hand help prepare and deliver meals to people with
AIDS and HIV, in Atlanta, Ga.

+

St Francis of Assisi helping children in a Head Start Program in
Bessemer, Ala.

+

St Vincent's working with inner city children 6 weeks to 12 years old
in Kansas City.

+

Nature Conservancy plant trees, pick up garbage and trail mainte
nance in Savannah, Ga.

+

Christian Appalachian Project working on home repair projects and
interacting with locals, in Lancaster, Ky.

+

Casa de Los Angeles working in a day care center in an orphanage,
in Miguel de Allende, Mexico

+

Coffee Cooperative working with coffee faiTllers, in Chiapas, Mexico;

Big Oaks Boys Ranch working with abused, neglected or abandoned
boys ages 6 18, in Gadsen, Ala., and in Springfield, Ala.
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Group doing what they
can to energize math

Math Energy club to hold the first
meeting of the 2005 year
BY TIM EMMERLING
STAFF WRITER

Math will be injected with energy
at 7 p.m. Monday when the Math
Energy Club holds its first meeting
of the year in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Every month, the Math Energy
Club will meet to discuss different
topics and host speakers who talk
about teaching math to children.
This month, Linda Kirby, a special education professor, will present
"Solutions for Math Challenges for
Students with Disabilities."
According to Joyce Bishop, associate math professor and adviser to
the club, this presentation's focus
regarding how teachers can adapt
their lessons for sn1dents with disabilities, will be a first for the club.
The club was established in 1991
and currently ranks as one of the
largest recognized sn1dent organizations at Eastern, said Cheryl
Hawker, a math professor and

adviser to the club.
"The club is a mathematics club
for elementary, middle level, early
childhood and special education
majors," Hawker said. "It's one of
the rwo largest student affiliates of
the National Council ofTeachers in
Mathematics."

"We don't lecture at the
meetings ... we have
hands on activities and
[students] get involved
in doing things."
jOAN HENN,
MATH PROFESSOR AND CLUB ADVISER

In the past, she added, the
NCTM has supported the club,
which is one of only few of its kind
across the United States, for its continued success in the form of grants.

University *
*Union

BOWLING
LANES

The Math Energy Club produced a
video about themselves and is now
being marketed as a model to other
schools looking to start their own
math clubs.
Joan Henn, a math professor and
club adviser, assured that the meetings are fun for those in attendance.
"We don't lecn•re at the meetings," Henn said. "We have hands
on activities and [students] get
involved in doing things."
For a membership fee of $6 a
semester, the club also serves as a
means to build friendships that will
last beyond Eastern's classrooms and
hallways.
"It builds a nerwork," Bishop
said. "[Members] know other people with an interest in teaching
mathematics and when you get out
into a classroom, you're with kids
all day and you're isolated in a
sense, or at least from adults or
people that have similar interests.
[The club] helps create a support
system."
In addition to helping fulfill the
professional organization credits
required of education majors, the
Math Energy Club is recognized
all over the state, making it beneficial to include on resumes.
"Being a member of the math
club looks really good," Henn said.
"It gets the attention of the principals and the people that are hiring
you."

Consolidated•
... ,
c m
t
I

Moving
into
digital
cable
BY BRIAN GARTLAN
STAFF W RITER

Because of new technology and
advancements within the company,
Consolidated Communications, Inc.
is expanding into a third source of
entertainment by offering digital teleVIsion.
There is now "an alternative to
cable and satellite services," said Laura
ZuHone, director of corporate communications for Consolidated.
"Consolidated Communications now
offers three services; phone, Internet
and television" to businesses and residential customers.
The growth gives television availability to residents in Charleston,
Mattoon, Gays and Effingham and is

SPRING

Remodeling
SPECIAL

* rr\

BOWLING LEAGUES

Mon 9:00 o.m. Coed 4oer team

Buy One Get One Free

Wed 4:30 p.m. Peterson Point -Individual*
Thurs 5:00p.m. Coed Doubles

*

Phone*

581-7457

available to subscribers through a
phone line.
Most surrounding cities will get tlte
service,
and
Consolidated
Communications hopes to reach
everyone eventually, but there are distance restrictions, ZuHone said.
The main nerwork is located in a
central office in Mattoon, and a qualifYing customer must reside close
enough to the office, she added.
The Consolidated Community is
jointly owned by a group of investors
led by Richard A Lumpkin and has
been considering the television expansion for years, ZuHone said.
Digital Video Services (DVS) offers
a "select digital" package that is
installed "free of charge," she said.
The package includes 70 local and
premium channels and costs $36.95 a
month. The package can gradually be
upgraded with premium packages.
Consolidated Communications' services are "competitively priced," said
Matt Hallam, DVS product manager.
'1 have a premium package with
Mediacom," said Drew Stiegemeier, a
sophomore marketing major. '1
would definitely consider a change."
Depending on the distance within
the house, there can be television service to three or four rooms, ZuHone
said.
"The technology and timing has
never been better," ZuHone said. "As
more areas are equipped, additional
cities will be added."

w/ Student or Faculty I.D.
Please Present Coupon

345-SUBS

ABC/WIBC Sanctioned

-----------------------------------

Leagues Start Monday January 24th
Cost: $4.00 per person

*

New Equipment with
Auto m~~·c s~~rilfQ~ and BU a®(il)~ll$

*

Fri and Sat Nights

Extreme Cosmic
Bowling

Uni~e

*

Contact Aunmm(7L348-q79

Properties
CLOSEST

... the niCest, cle:mest, and

apartments!

We have the perfect apartment for you next year!
Come take a look at one of our 5 remaining locations!
If you want, we'll come pick you up!

F l I,.T.. -uiYO-ui&

PIGG-Y

COME CHECK OUT...

''The Millennium Place"
"Campus Edge"
"The Atrium"
"Courtyard on 9th"
"Century Crossing"
SOLD OUT
"Panther Hoig htc"
SOLD OUT~--~
.L-----""\ "The bast View"

...........

::0~
~

PlACE AN AD
IN THE DEN!
CALL:

don't be left out in the cold!

call 345-5022

581-2816
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PIPE:

CoNnNUED FRO."' PACE 1

at approximately 6:45 p.m., and
the women who were evacuated
from the tower either spent their
time in the lobby of the residence
hall or in the basement. Some also
went to friends' places while the
building was evacuated.
"The radiator has been fixed and
the BSW's (building service workers) will use their clean up vacuums
and then the girls will be allowed
back into their rooms," Amy Price,
area director, said. "The girls will
definitely be able to be back in
tonight because when we went
through the same thing last year,
they were back into their rooms the
same night."
Last year, pipes burst at various
locations six different times on
Eastern's campus. This event at
Carman Hall was the first time
during this school year that it has

CAMERAS:
CoNnNUED FRO."' PACE 1

Plans to expand camera usage
across campus are currently tmder
way, including a system for the
O 'Brien Stadium parking lot this
semester, Due said. One bid priced

happened.
The main cause for the bursting
pipes during the winter time is that
windows are left open causing
some water to freeze and, consequently, expand. The expanding
water bursts the pipes, which then
causes leakage.
As for the rooms themselves, all
university property will be taken
care of by Eastern. Besides those
items, however, the student is
responsible for the damage done to
their items, as stated in the
Residence Hall contract that students agree to at the beginning of
the year.
But because of the situation,
Eastern also will take care of a few
other items that may have been
damaged in the flooding.
"We will help clean and dry any
towels and bed sheets that were
damaged in the flood, " Price said.
"We understand this is a difficult
situation for many students, and
we hope to do what we can for
them."

the stadium job at about $106,000.
Cameras will also be installed in the
Ninth Street parking lot near Greek
Court and more will be added to the
police department, both inside and
out, Due said.
Most cameras record to a CD or a
hard drive and when the space is filled,
record over urmeeded fOOtage, elimi-

'
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nating the need for someone to watch
a monitor, Due said. A monitor is
used in the library and administrators
also have the ability to view a camera's
footage through a Web site, Due said.
Many cameras are motion sensitive,
wireless and transmit footage, while
some don't work at all.
The use of "dummy cameras," or

fuke cameras that don't actually record

but give the illusion of recording, are a
cheaper way to get the same effi:ct,
Due said.
"It's cheaper to put one in that looks
like it records or monitors and rotate
them," Due said. The police have also
used covert, pin-hole sized cameras
occasionally in some residence halls to
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Choose From The List Below for only

56.99 each:

1) 1 Large 1 lopping
2) Breadsticks & Cheesesticlcs
3) Chickenstrips & Breadsticlcs
4) Wings & a 20oz of Coca-Cola
5) Small1 lopping & Breadsticks
6) Small1 lopping & 2-20oz
7) 1 Medium 2 Topping

FII4T., "UP
YO-u.&

PIGGY

CHARLESTON
4.6 W. LINCOLN AVE.

'rODA.I"!

Hours:
Mon.-thurs.: 10:00 a.m. -1 :30 a .m.
Fri. & Sat.: 10:00 a .m. - 1:30 a .m.
Sunday:
11:00a.m. -11:30 p.m.

PlACE AN AD
IN THE DENI

348-8282

DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

581-2816

Offers Expire May 2005 Not valid with any other otl'er or discounl
taxes. Must be astudert ofE U.

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

25o/o off Novelties
Jan. 24th-Jan. 30th
St o re Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 7:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday !O:OOam to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 prn to 5:00pm

P h o n e (2 17) 581-5821
lFax (2 17) 58 1-6625

H~

CAll:

ViSA O

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Sale Runs

catch vandals.
Aside from preventing vandalism, a
large reason fur the cameras is smdent
safety, Due said. Cameras in parking
lots can make smdents fed safer when
walking alone at night.
'1t doesn't guarantee safety, but it
adds to the sense of security here,"
Due said.

~tamer

pays all applicable

L~arty's

~a·lBurger and a Beenor pop) $1 99
Miller Good Call Nite

,

$175 Miller Lite & MGD Bottles
$250 Lite Football glasses $2 refills
(get ready for the Super Bowl)

Miller Lite Reps with lots of
Good Call t-shirts and Prizes
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent b
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
House cleaner wanted. Call
between 1-6 p.m. 345-6230.
2/24

FOR RENT
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
RENTING NEW CONSTRUCTION HOMES AND DUPLEX-

FOR RENT
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 2005.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE TO DAIRY
QUEEN. 218 3RD STREET.
WATER AND TRASH PAID.
SEMESTER LEASE A POSSIBILITY. 348-8305 OR 5499092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

ES? HOW ABOUT A NEW
COMMUNITY OF STUDENT
HOUSING CLOSE TO CAMPUS. UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

FALUSPRING 05-06 1426 9TH

IS COMING TO EIU!!! A 25ACRE COMMUNITY OF 28
HOUSES AND 96 DUPLEXES,

OR 549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

LOADED WITH AMENITIES!!!
LARGE FRONT PORCHES ON

summer/fall '05. A/C, clean,
good parking, garbage included. Quiet neighborhood. 217840-6427.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

ALL HOMES.
CALL FOR
INFORMATION. UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE 356-1873. AVAILABLE FALL 2005!!! www.universityvilagehousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
STUDENTS DON'T SIGN A
NEW LEASE UNTIL YOU
HAVE
CHECKED
OUT
CHARLESTON'S
NEWEST
OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT
RENTAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT!!! UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. 28 NEW 4-BR HOMES
AND 96 NEW 3-BR DUPLEXES. 4 ACRE PARK IN THE
CENTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
ALL SINGLE STORY
UNITS.
NO STAIRS TO
CLIMB. SAND VOLLEYBALL,
BASKETBALL.
AVAILABLE
FALL 2005!!! COMPETITIVE
PRICING!!! CALL FOR INFORMATION: 356-1873 www.universityvillagehousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
For Rent, Girls only: 1 and 2
bedroom apartments across
from Buzzard starting June 1.
Call 345-2652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/24
3 BDRM house for rent air conditioner. Washer and dryer.
348-0719
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Nice 3 BR, Ale house, WI D and
dishwasher, 1059 1Oth St. and
6 bedroom 2 bath semi furnished house plus 2 bd, A/C furnished apartment, 1415 9th St.
Share utilities, trash paid, par1<ing. No pets, 11 month lease.
Call Dustin 630-302-2676 or
520-990-7723.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Charleston, close to campus. 3
bedroom 2 bath, garage, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, washer-dryer hookup, central air. 3
to 4 females wanted to lease
start Aug 1st 2005. Phone
Doug at (217) 273-6270.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1.28
FALUSPRING 05-06 1430 1/2
9TH STREET. UPSTAIRS 4
BEDROOM 1 1/2 BATHS, 11
MONTH LEASE. NO PETS.
348-8305 OR 549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
FALUSPRING 05-06, QUIET 1
AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 751 6TH STREET. 11
MONTH LEASE. NO PETS.
SOME UTILITIES PAID. 3488305 OR 549-9092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
Now leasing for Fall 05 3 bedroom house, 8911 4th. 8976266 or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/4

STREET.
3
BEDROOM
APARTMENT, 11
MONTH
LEASE, NO PETS. 348-8305

2 bedroom apts. available for

5 or 6 bedroom house 409 9th
Street. Huge rooms, hardwood floors, oak cabinets in
kitchen. Parking included.
MUST SEE. $250 per person
plus utilities; 1o month lease.
Call Dustin @ 630-302-2676
for showing
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

3 bedroom apartment 409 9th
Street. 2nd floor renovated in
2000. MUST SEE! $250 per
person plus utilities, 10 month
lease! Call Dustin @ 630-3022676 for showing
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
1 bedroom Apts for August
05/06. Newer building, 2 blocks
south of campus, great neighborhood, ample off street parking. Furn/unfurn. $380/ month
for one, $430 for two. Small pet
ok with additional deposit. Call
Denis 348-8848.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
FALL 2005 NEW CONSTRUCTION! 3 bedroom, 2 bath unit.
Excellent location. WI D, disposal, dishwasher, and excellent parking included. For more
info call 345-0652.

--------~~1

Village Rentals 2005-2006.

2

BR Duplexes & 1 & 2 BR Apts.
Furnished, well-kept, affordable.
Water & trash paid.
Maintenance 24-7. Call 3452516.

--------~~3

One 2 bdrm., one 3 bdrm.
house for rent. 10 or 12 mos.
lease. Wash/dryer. 348-7698 lv.
msg.

--------~~3

Small cozy 1 bedroom apartment. Available for Summer/
Fall 05'. 897-6266 or
898-9143

--------~~4

2 bedroom apartment available
Fall 05'. Good location across
from Morton Par1<. $300 for 1
person $400 for 2 people 8976266 or 898-9143

REALLY NOW...

CAMPUS CLIPS

What do you really want in your next
apartment?
A private bedroom for each, up to 4
2 1/2 baths
Network wiring
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher
Central A/C
Near campus location
Low utilities
Low rent, $235-250/person

3&4 BR houses, close to EIU,
w/d, ale, 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood Realtor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~28
1&2 BR apts, paid cable& internet, great locations, 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~28

Choose one now, while you still
can.
.J i rn Wood , R ea l t o r

Extremely nice 2 bedroom
apartments and 3 bedroom
homes. Dishwasher, W/ Ds
included. Close to campus. No
pets. 345-9267.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489- Fax:345-4472

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

House, 3 bd. 2 bath on 1118
3rd st. Wash/dryer. Fall '05.
275 each. 348-8286 after 6pm.

--------~~4

Close to campus 5 bedroom,
WI D, AIC with heat pump. New
kitchen. Call Pam 348-0614.

---------~14

2,3 bedroom apts. 1 1/2 blocks
from Stix. 10 month lease available. 728-4926 or 728-4907.

---------~18
3 BR apartment for 3 people.
$235 per person. 2 blocks from
campus, no pets. 345-3554.

---------~23

lb-e~.ttttDorka.u,

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Drug buster, for
short
5 Apartments
1o Arizona city
14 Mishmash
15 Scoundrel

34 Gap and Toys
'R' Us, e.g.
36 Verb not in the
king's English
37 Unexpectedly
41 Pro _ (proportionally)

16 Kuwaiti leader

42 Followed
smoothly

17 Group voting
the same way

43 Natural to a
creature

18 Car from Japan

46 Rocker David
Lee

19 It may be carried with a guitar
20 Unexpectedly
23 Dismal, in poetry
24 Not just anger
28"
out!"
(um-p's call)
29 Mine finds

47 Sup
50 "Saturday Night
Fever• group,
with '~he"
52 'Where the deer
and the antelope play"
54 Unexpectedly
58 Shoot (by)

61 Decree
33 Grassy
Argentine plains 62 Family rooms
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS:
Now showing for Spring and
Fall
of
2005.
Fully
furnished,free parking. For
questions and appointments
call Autumn at 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3111
All new, totally remodeled 3
bdrm house. Near Campus.
Available Spring '05. 4-month
D/W, WI D. Prices
Lease.
negotiable. 345-6967.
----------------~00

FOR RENT
Single apt. Square. $349 per
month, includes heat, water,
trash and on-campus parking.
Dave 345-2171,9 a.m.-11 a.m.
________________00
Seven bedroom house with
central air, stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
2005-2006 school year. Call
345-5088.
________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS:
1611 9th Street 1 Block East
Old Main now leasing for
Summer and Fall 05- Spring
06'. Completely furnished heat
and garbage included. Three
month summer or 9 month full
lease Call345-7136.
________________00
Brittany Ridge on Edgar Drive.
Very nice, clean 4-5 bedroom
townhouse. $250 each with
trash, dishwasher and 2.5 bath.
A great place to live. Local
owner. Call 348-5427 or 549
1957.
________________00
Houses and Apts close to campus for next school year.
Various sizes and prices. 3456967.
________________00
6 BR house available 20052006 school year. 3 bathrooms,
stove, refridge, w/d, for more
info call 345-5088
________________00

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 1213

63 Detest
64 Delay leaving
65 Stow cargo
66 Reason to put a ~+--+--1clothespin on
your nose
67 Eart of __,
favorite of
Queen
Elizabeth 1
68 Pitching slats,
for short
DOWN
1 Opposite of
everyone
2 That certain
something
3 Violent troublemaker
4 Beverage with a "-r+--+--1marshmallow
"'
5 Pledges· group,
for short
6

ster

Ness mon-

7 Flulike symptoms
8 Supercharged
engine

9 Close tightly
10 Parking ticket
issuer

--------~~4

--------~~4

1&2 BR apts, close to Buzzard,
water paid, 345-4489,Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~28

BRIITANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES, Best Floor plan, Best
location, BEST PRICE.3454489,Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~28

Large house available for group
of 4-7 people. good parking,
laundry and some recent
improvements. $225 each. 8976266 or 898-9143

or 898-9143

FOR RENT

Brittany Ridge Townhouses have
it all.

--------~~4

3 bedroom house now available for Fall 05. Recently
remolded. Good 4th Street
location.$275 each. 897-6266

Eta Sigma Gamma: Meeting Monday; january 24, at 7pm in Lantz Rm
1620. New members welcome.
Math Energy: 1st meeting, Monday; j anuary 24, at 7pm in University
Ballroom. Registration starts at 6:30.

11 Flightless
Australian bird
-=+:=+:::~ 12 Break a

Commandment

22 Actress Hagen
25 Neat as
26 Jets or Sharks,
in 'West Side
Story•

39 Same old same
old
40 Kind of jacket
41 •spare" item at
a barbecue

27 Not an exact fig. 44 Snakelike fish
45 Erase
30 Howard of
"Happy Days•
47 Make lovable
31 Archer of myth

48 Slate

32 Waste conduit

49 Present and
future

34 Telescope user
35 Palm starch

1-::-1~-=+=+:::+.::+:-+:::-~~~~:+.:~

13 "_ you
there?"

37 Decrease gradually

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

21Foam

38 "Can

true?"

51 Ice cream concoctions
53 Confuse
55 Some evergreens

56 Land un~

57 River to the
underworld

58 Group with the
rock opera
"Tommy," with
'~he"

59 Owned
60 Judge Lance of
the 0 . J.
Simpson case
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HOUSING:

CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

The other half would be dedicated
dollars, earmarked for special projects

and residence hall enhancements as
requested by sn1dents.
The board will also hear an update
on Doudna Fine Art Center renovations and Blair Hall reconstmccion at

the meeting.
The Board ofTmstees will meet at
1 p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
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"Every university in the state must meet these
requirements so we are all in the same boat."
MARK HUDSON, DIRECTOR Of UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND DINING SERVICES

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Houses still available for the
2005-2006 school year. 7 bedroom house with 2 bathroom
washer and dryer, central air,
living room and dining room.
Also available 6 bedroom home
with 3 baths, washer and dryer
close to campus. Plus, many 1
and 2 bedroom homes and
apartments. 345-5088 or you
can stop by our office and pick
up a housing list at the corner of
1Oth and Lincoln.
___________________00
NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS,
WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR

HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100.
___________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005, 2 bedroom duplex unfurnished Apts.
Washer/Dryer, trash included,
Central air, nice parking area,
close to Morton Park. 10 month
lease. 24/7 maintenance. No
pets. 217-346-3583.
___________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005, 3 bedroom unfurnished apt.- new furnace/central air, new appliances including-dishwasher,
over range microwave, washer/dryer, range, and refrigerator
with ice maker. New carpet,
ceiling fans, and fresh paint.
DSL wiring. Great location 12th
and Arthur. 24/7 maintenance.
Call
today
217-346-3583

FOR RENT
05 - 06. Luxury apartments,
townhouses, and student rental
houses all excellent locations.
Prices vary. For more information call us at 345-0652 or look
us up at www.myeiuhome.com
___________________00
1 bedroom Apts for August
'05f06. PP&W PROPERTIES-2
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS.
ONE BLOCK AND ONE AND
ONE HALF BLOCKS NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON SIXTH
STREET. One or two person
leases. Central heat and AC,
laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
Perfect for serious student or
couples. 348-8249.
___________________00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.
___________________00
For Fall '051,2,and 3 bedrooms
for close to campus. 4 locations
to choose from. Call 345-6533
___________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1266
___________________00

JWheels LLC.
___________________00

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000

For Lease-Fall 2005* 2,3,4,5,6
bedroom houses, great locations, competitive rates, washer/dryer, central air, DSL wiring
throughout, 24/7 maintenance,
call today: 217-346-3583.
___________________00

00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished, parking, laundry, FREE
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or
317-3085.

For Lease-Fall 2005, 4 bedroom
unfurnished apt., 2 full baths,
great location 12th and Arthur,
DSL wiring, good parking, 2417
maintenance. Call today: 217-

00
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now
leasing 1,2,and 3 bedroom
apartments,three
bedroom
house. All within two blocks of
campus. Call 345-5373 or 549-

346-3583. JWheels LLC
___________________00
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW RENT, LOW UTILITV BILLS AND A LANDLORD
THAT CARES FOR THE 05-06
SCHOOL YEAR, CALL 3453664. SEEING IS BELIEVING!
10 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS.

YOU WANT TO LIVE! Call and
leave a message 348-0673
00

_ _ _ _ _00
www.charlestonilapts.com
LOOK US UP for details on

10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE
AVAILABLE. CLEAN, 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT.

these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S.
12th Street, 1305 18th Street,

LAUNDRY, TRASH, AND
WATER INCLUDED FOR $260

955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant,
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street.
Rents from $230 to $475 per

I MONTH. 1111 2ND STREET
NEXT TO THE PARK. CALL
217-348-5427 OR 217-5491957
___________________00

5 bedroom house. Fall '05.
2019 11th St. 345-6100.
___________________00

i n ag~e
NEW STUDENT RENTAL HOUSING COMMUNITY
COMING TO CHARLESTON!!!
25 ACRE COMMUNITY
SURROUNDING 4 ACRE PARK TO INCLUDE:
28-FOUR BEDROOM HOMES AND
96-THREE BEDROOM DUPLEXES
NEW CONSTRUCTIONTO INCLUDE:
WASHER, DRYER, STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, lARGE ROOMS, FRONr PORCHES,
HIGH-SPEED INIERNET, CABLE TELEVISION,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AVAilABLE FALL 2005

CALL FOR INFORMATION & INTORDUCfORY PRICING:

Sublessor wanted. 2 bedroom,
1 bath, 4 blocks from campus.
New carpet and ceramic tile.
Pets ok. $400/month. 821-

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 5
bedroom house close to campus. Washer/dryer and garbage
included. $220 per student. Call
345-6257.

1/24

00

FOR SALE
1993 Nissan NX1600 sports
coupe. 5 spd, t-tops, great gas
mileage. $2000 or best offer.
(217)232-1623.
1/24

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE: 356-1873

ROOMMATES

website: www.universirrvillagehousing.com

FOR RENT
BUCHANAN STREET APARTMENTS: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available in January
water and trash included off
street parking call 345-1266
___________________00
4 BEDROOM HOUSE, LARGE
YARD, NEXT TO PARK. 1218
DIVISION. TRASH INCLUDED. $225 EACH. CALL 217348-5427 OR 217-549-1957
___________________00
NEW LUXURY 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS,
WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR

HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100.
___________________00

FOR RENT
Available immediately extra
large one bedroom apartment.
Really nice, furnished, ideal
for couple, cat ok. $350 a
month. Located at 743 Sixth
St. Call 581-7729(w) or 3456127(h).
___________________00
Very Nice 3 bedroom house. All
new interior- washer/dryer,
dishwasher, deck.$295 each.
345-6967
___________________00
2 Bedroom house for 3 people.
House 1 block from campus,
trash included. 345-6967
___________________00

FALL 2005- EXTRA NICE 8-10
bedroom, 3 bath house near

05-06,
excellent location,
across from campus. 1 BR
apartments, 10 month lease
with heat and water paid. $375

LANTZ. 12 mo. lease. NO
PETS. 345-3148.
___________________00

month. No pets please. 3480006.
___________________00

4 Bedroom Apt. 1/2 block from
campus. $235 each trash
included. 345-6967
___________________00

SUBLESSORS

3 bedroom house for fall 2005.
Free parking, furnished, new
carpet. For information contact
Kim at 346-3583.
___________________00

Female roommate needed for
spring 05 semester. $200 per
month plus utilities. Call 217821-3839
_________________ 1/28
Roommate needed ASAP for
4 bedroom house, close to
campus. Call Kati 708-2172082.

-----------------~2

Roommates
needed
for
2005/2006 school year. 4
bedroom house, close to campus. Call Kati at 708-2172082 or Samantha at 708606-1718.
_________________Y2
Seeking male roommate for
apartment close to campus.
Call 345-5088 for more information.
___________________00
Roommate needed to share

3389.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Spring Break 2005 with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring campus
reps. Call for group discounts. Info/ Reservations 1800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com
_________________2/17
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best
Parties, Best Hotels, Best
Prices! Book NOW!!! 1-800234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com

Y4

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are interested in a yearbook of your senior year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
___________________00
Reserved

Parking

$199

___________________o.o

!l
·· ~

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

a

semester on campus. Call
Dave 345-2171 between 9 am 11 am.
___________________00

house w/male EIU Students.
Lease ending 5/31/04. Call3480614, leave message.

5593
___________________00
AVAIL. Aug 05- 1 Bedroom
Apartment. Very clean and nice,
locally owned and furnished.
Close to campus. Laundry on
premises, trash paid and parking included. THIS IS WERE

person. Call to make appointments at 348-7746.
___________________00

·niversity

FOR RENT

-
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T H E D A I LY EAS T ERN N EWS

Panthers pin down first team win
, Robertson record
wins each in pair of
ual meets
BY D AN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

STE P HEN HAAS/IHED\ILYEASTERN NEWS
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Eastern split their dual meets Sunday at Lantz
Gymnasium, beating McKendree 31- 13 and losing
to Ohio 30-6.
The Panthers' win over the Bearcats was their first
dual win of the season.
"We were a little tired coming in, and it was a
rough day for us," McKendree head coach James
Kisgen said. "The Eastern kids did a good job of
sticking it to us when we were down."
Sophomore Kenny Robertson (174 lbs.), sophomore Greg Perz (184 lbs.) and heavyweight Pete
Ziminski all recorded pins in Eastern's victory, with
the quickest coming from Perz, 3 minutes and 9 seconds into the match.
"Confidence is going to be the big thing with
(Perz)," Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland said.
" He has the ability but needs to continue to go for full,
hard matches."
In the Panthers' duel against the Bobcats, Perz and
Robertson were the only Eastern wrestlers able to

duplicate their success and win two matches on the
day.
Perz won a 9-4 decision and Robertson won a 5-2
decision.
"(Robertson) is a beast," Ohio head coach Joe
Greenlee said. "He's tough on top, he's tough on bottom and he's tough on his feet. "
Greenlee said he was disappointed in his team's hustle prior to today's meet and thought that made the
difference in Sunday's meet. McCausland knew there
was a small margin between winning and losing in the
dual.
" We came up short on a couple matches,"
McCausland said. "But we have some guys who are
right on the bubble."
Two of those wrestlers were 133-lbs sophomore
Casey Carrino, who lost 4-2 against Ohio, and 149lbs. freshman Shane Dintelman, who lost 3 -0 to Ohio
and won 4- 1 against McKendree.
"I saw some good things, but there were also some
fundamental mistakes," McCausland said. "That's part
of the youth of the team."
One of Eastern's few upperclassmen, Ziminski, wasn't able to pull off a win in a close match at heavyweight. Ziminski lost 4-3 in the last match of the day
and couldn't turn Ohio senior Jeremiah Beltran for the
near-fall points he needed to pull ahead.
"We got a little impatient in that match, and we
shouldn't allow that," McCausland said.

Patriots, Eagles punch tickets for Super Bowl
Fourth time's the charm as McNabb Patriots beat Steelers, get chance to
win two straight Super Bowls
leads Philadelphia past Vick
PHilADELPHIA Fireworks soared
above the roof of"The Line." A blizzard of glitter swirled in dte bitterly cold breeze. Fans toasted their team and each other with beers and
hugs.
It was a Super-sized celebration four years in
the making. And quite a relief, too.
Yo, Philly, how's this sound?
Your Eagles are going to the Super Bowl.
Donovan McNabb & Co. overcame the burden of three straight losses in the NFC chantpionship game and warmed a frozen city's heart,
stuffing Michael Vick and the Atlanta Falcons
27-10 on Sunday.
McNabb isn't satisfied yet.
"There's no relief for me," he said. "We'll
have reliefafrer the Super Bowl. We set a goal of
winning the Super Bowl, not just the NFC. So
that's where I'm going. We're excited, but we're
not done."
The Eagles already have soothed a city's fragile psyche, burying the disappointment of tlte

last tluee years and pulling witlun one victory of
Philly's first major pro championship since the
76ers won the NBA tide in 1983.
Twenty-four years ago, the Eagles made it to
their first - and, until Sunday, only - Super
Bowl witlt a team coached by Dick Vermeil and
led by Ron Jaworski. They fell flat in the title
game, losing to the Raiders 27-10.
That score went tlte Eagles' way this time.
They will meet New England in Jacksonville,
Fla., on Feb. 6 for tlte NFL chantpionslup. The
Patriots beat the host Steelers, across
Pennsylvania in Pittsburgh, 41-27 for tlte AFC
title.
"We want to go to Jacksonville and get some
closure and finish tlus up," receiver Freddie
Mitchell said.
McNabb threw a pair of touchdown passes
to Chad Lewis, including the clinching score
with 3:21 remaining. That turned the final
tttimites into a delirious coronation, the 67,717
fans saluting a team that fi.11filled its destiny.

CHECK OUR LIST!!!
Houses for 2 o r 3 or 4!
Apartments for 1 & 2
Townhouses for 2,3,4, o r 5

Many Apts have paid cable & internet
Most houses with washer/dryer
Townhouses network wired

PITTSBURGH- Too much Brady, too
much Belichick.
The New England Patriots are going back to
the Super Bowl for the tltird time in four seasons because they simply overwhelmed Big
Ben, stopping hint and the Pittsburgh Steelers
cold.
Tom Brady and Bill Belichick were an
unbeatable combination again for the Patriots,
exposing all of tlte Steelers' weaknesses to end
their 15-game winning streak and win tlte AFC
championship 41-27 on a frigid Sunday night.
Brady gave the inexperienced Ben
Roethlisberger a lesson in quarterbacking a
championship game, throwing two touchdown
passes - one to Deion Branch that gave New
England a 10-0 lead in the first quarter.
Belichick upstaged can't-win-the-big-one
Steelers coach Bill Cowher, intproving to 9-1 as
a playoffs coach and matching Vince Lombardi
for tlte best postseason record in NFL playoff
history.

We Want

You...

"He said he had the most confidence in this
team. I dunk that was huge for us to hear from
our leader, from our coach," Patriots linebacker
Ted Johnson said. "I don't think I've ever heard
him say that.... He just has it, whatever it is.
He just finds a way."
One more Super Bowl victory - and it
would be New England's third since the 2001
season - and they might find some hardware
to put Belichick's name on. His players said
their coach's role in a commanding victory over
a streaking team that had manhandled the
Patriots earlier can't be overstated.
"It's very flattering to be mentioned in the
same breath with Vince Lombardi," Belichick
said. "That's why the trophy has his name on
. ,
it.

Brady put his name on a big game again. He
improved to 8-0 as a postseason quarterback,
bettering Troy Aikman's 7-0 record at the start
of his playoffs career.

Willian1s Rentals
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM UNITS
fo r Fall 2005

*Also openings for summer
*Some with laundry

*Furnished & Unfurnished
*Several nice locations

345-7286

www. jwilliamsrentals.com

Lists at 1512 A Street
Showing appointments M-F 10-4

.1tt-~~~~
1...

L ~

J i rn Wood, R e a l t o r
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489- Fax:345-4472

to advertise in
the Den!
581-2816

Monday

$1 50 Domestic Drafts

Tuesday

$250 " You Call It" Mixers

love lfe a llt8e
.,...:r
call 581-2816
to place your personal
ad in the DEN
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Turnovers, offensive rebounds limit Panthers' possessions
BY

DAN WOlKE

SPORTS EDITOR

With all the complicated defensive
schemes and offensive sets, the
Panthers men's basketball team can
look at something relatively simple
after its 81-68 loss to Tennessee Tech
- having possession of the ball.
Tennessee Tech employed a threequarter-court press and forced the
Panthers into numerous n.rnovers in
the backcourt, leading to an array of
dunks and lay-ups.
And when the Ohio Valley
Conference's first-place Golden Eagles
(11-6, 6-0 OVC) didn't convert on
their scoring attempts, they swarmed
to the offensive glass to maintain possessiOn.

Senior guard Emanuel Dildy said
confidence faded as fmstration settled
in with the Panthers (6-11, 1-5)
unable to get offensive chances.
"It's like a back-breaker," he said. '1
don't care how in-shape you are, that's
like 60 seconds where you're sticking
defense.
"That wore us down a lot, and then
we're having to take the ball out and
try and beat their press."
Early in the second half, the
Panthers led 41-36 on junior guard
Josh Gomes' lay-in. But on the ensu-

POST:

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS
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ing possession, freshman center
George Tandy fouled Tech sophomore forward Jonathan Jones.
Jones missed both free throws, but
senior forward Willie Jenkins hauled
in the rebound and scored on the put-

back. The basket started a 19-5 nm
which sucked the life out of an
Eastern upset.
"When we got deflated, when the
press took its toll, we were flat-footed," Eastern head coach Rick Samuels

LOSS:

Women's Basketball
Tennessee Tech 86, Eastern 68

CONriNUED FROM PACE 1 2

Eastern (8-9, I -5)
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3 Bedroom Apartments
For
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Men's Basketball
Tennessee Tech 81, Eastern 68

CONriNUED FROM PACE 12

The Panthers got another Sparks 6- 19 0-2 15, Casad 2-2 2-2 8, Riva 14 0-0 3, Sellers 2-3 0-0 4,
solid performance from jun- Ploger2- ll 6-6 II, O'Connor5- ll 11 - 13 21, Sims 1-5 0-0 2, Cazy 24
ior guard Megan Sparks, as 0-0 4
Percentages: FG 21 -60.350, FT 19-23 .826, 3-FG 7-28.250 Rebounds:
she scored 15 points.
23 (O'Connor 5), Assists: 14 (Pioger 5), Blocked shots: 2 (Sellers I,
Sparks has had four- Riva 1), Steals: 5 (Pioger 2), Turnovers: 5 (O'Connor 3) Fouled Out:
straight games in double fig- Ploger
ures.
Tennessee Tech freshman Tennessee Tech (12-5, 5-1)
Hensley 7- 10 2-2 16, Christian 8-14 0-0 17, Reece 1-3 2-2 5, Cavin 4-8
guard Stefanie Holbrook, 2-2 I 0, Alexander 4-7 I 0- I 0 2 I, McFarlin I - I 0-0 3, Holbrook 4-6 3-3
who set an OVC record with 14
10 three-pointers against Percentages: FG 29-50.580, FT 19- 19 1.00, 3-FG 9-21 .429 Rebounds:
Eastern on Jan. 6, came off 38 (Alexander I 1), Assists: 20 (Alexander 6), Blocked shots: I
(Christian I), Steals: 5 (Five tied 1), Turnovers: 12 (Christian 3, Cavin
the bench to score 14 points. 3) Fouled Out: None
All of Holbrook'spoints Halftime: Tennessee Tech 42, Eastern 34
came in the first half, including 3-of-5 shooting from
beyond the arc.
(OVC
Despite sweeping the ly like a lot," Worrell said. February
Panthers and winning both "They've got great kids, and Tournament)."
The Panthers will continue
games by double-figures, they are even a lot better
Tennessee Tech head coach than they were the last time their four-game home stand
Bill Worrell had nothing but we played them; I like Thursday by hosting the
(Sallee's) team, and I would- Samford Bulldogs at 5:00
praise for the Panthers.
"This is a team that I real- n't want to play them in p.m. in Lantz Arena.

I

said. "And, they had all kinds of life
and were flying all over the boards."
In the first-half, the Panthers won
the battle on the board, grabbing 17
rebounds to Tech's 14.
But in the second half, Dildy said,

Trash

Samuels said the difference
between the Panthers and the
Golden Eagles is that their
upperclassmen play with
more confidence.
He said the Panthers need
to play with that same kind
of swagger and things may
fall their way more often.
Jenkins was a big part of
the Golden Eagles' swagger,
scoring a game-high 21
points on 6-of-12 shooting
while
grabbing
nme
rebounds.
"I had a couple open
looks, and my teammates
just made the easy passes,"
Jenkins said. "The ball just
happened to fall for me
tonight."
Senior forward Aaron
Patterson said guarding
Jenkins is a tough defensive

Eastern (6- II , I -5)
Gomes 4- 13 2-2 II, Dildy 7- I 7 2-2 20, Catchings 2-4 5-6 I 0,
Patterson 5-9 24 12, Tandy 2-2 0-0 4, Gobczynski 24 3-4 7, Duany
1-5 24 4
Percentages: FG 23-55.418, FT 16-22.727, 3-FG 6-17.353
Rebounds: 31 (Patterson 6), Assists: 12 (Dildy 3) Blocked shots: 5
(Tandy 2), Steals: 7 (Dildy 2, Duany 2), Turnovers: 20 (Patterson
5, Catchings 5) Fouled Out: Catchings
Tennessee Tech ( I I -6, 6-0)
Stribling 4-8 24 I I, Jenkins 6- 12 7- 11 21, Clark 3-8 4-410, Boyd
7- I 3 0-0 I 8, Fisher 2-3 5-6 I 0, Jacobsen I -3 3-6 5, McKenzie 24
2-3 6
Percentages: FG 25-54 .463, FT 23-36 .639, 3-FG 8-20 .400
Rebounds: 36 (Jenkins 9), Assists: 14 (Boyd 5), Blocked shots: 4
(McKenzie 2), Steals: 13 (Boyd 6), Turnovers: 17 (Boyd 4, Clark
4) Fouled Out: Boyd
Halftime: Eastern 39, Tennessee Tech 35

assignment.
"He'll carry on and play at
the next level," Patterson
said. "He's probably the
OVC Player of the Year so
far. "
The disparity between th
two halves applied to the way
the Panthers played Jenkins.
Samuels said that he

----------------------------------Mrs. BsTeacher Supplies
Clip and save for 15% off any purchase
M on- Fri 10-6
Sat 10-4

Tennessee Tech controlled the ball.
"The crazy part was we were outrebounding them at the half," he said.
'1n the second half, it felt like they
had the ball for a long time because of
the offensive
rebounds and
turnovers."
The Golden Eagles forced Eastern
into 20 n.rnovers in the game, ten in
each half
"We only had 10 (n.rnovers) in dte
second half, but it probably looked
like 30 because they were back-tohack," Dildy said.
The Golden Eagles' quickness and
aggressive pressure kept Eastern from
getting the ball across half court, a
place where they were successful, senior forward Aaron Patterson said.
"They're good athletes, but we didn't take care of dte ball," Patterson
said.
Samuels said the more aggressive
team tends to get most of the breaks,
like gaining possession of a rebound
that gets "batted around."
And those breaks, he said, are
enough to affect a team's psyche.
'1 think the fatigue we showed wasn't as much physical fatigue as it was
mental fatigue," Samuels said. "When
those downs happen in our games, we
lose an edge.
'~d that makes us feel fatigued."
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thought his team did a decent
job slowing Jenkins down in
the first half but let him get
going in the second half
Samuels said his team
needs to learn how to execute
for a whole game instead of
just one half, and, when it
does, things will change for
the better.
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Blame the
mascot
name
Sanuday, Southeast Missouri
State tmveiled their new school mascot just before game time of the
SEMO meris basketball game.
SEMO, who had previously been
nicknamed the Indians for men's
sports and Otahkians for women's,
wdcomed Rowdy the Redhawk to
the season-high 6,607 funs attend-

mg.

SEMO lost their last 11 games
against Austin Peay as the Indians,
but in its first meeting with the Govs
as the Redhawks, SEMO walked
away with a 65-52 win.
Maybe Eastern should follow suit
and change its nickname. I'm sure
the Panthers and head roach Rick
Samuds would try anything to
change their fornmes since going 15 in theOVC.
Since "Panthers" and any member
of the big cat fumily seems to be such
a popular nickname for teams,
maybe Eastern should go for something a bit more offbeat.
Texas Christian is nicknamed the
Horned Frogs - a name attracting
more attention than their teams.
Eastern could change their name
to the Spider Monkeys or the
Komodo Dragons.
And even if Eastern wanted to
stay with the feline persuasion, but
add its own ripple to it, the Panthers
could become the Ligers, a cross
between a lion and a tiger bred for its
powers m magiC.
Maybe something reflecting the
Eastern community would be better.
Since it seems like every time you
nrrn armmd the state is holding back
money from Eastern, we could
become the Budget Cutters. Or
since Doudna Fine Arts Center is
being worked on, along with others
on campus, we could be the Eastern
Construction Workers.
With all the obese squirrds running armmd campus hoping to be
fed by sntdents, we could be the
Eastern Hungry Squirrels.
OK, maybe none of those are
good ideas for a nickname change,
and maybe the Panthers is an 0 K
nickname. But, at very least, Eastern
should consider a redesign.
The logo at center coutt of Lantz
Arena doesn't look quite right. It
looks like the fuce ofa panther on the
side of a clenched fist.
I've seen an Eastern logo that
looks like a ~offof the WISCOnsin
Badger, which I prefer to the current
Panther-fist.
If a change worked for SEMO,
maybe it'll work for Eastern.

5:15
7:35
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5:15
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WOMEN' S BASKETBALL vs. SAMFORD
MEN' S BASKETBALL vs. SAMFORD
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MEN' S BASKETBALL vs. TENNESSEE ST.
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Panthers get pressed at Lantz
Eastern turnovers fuel
Tennessee Tech's
second-half run
BY ) OHN H OHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER

It was the tale of two halves on Saturday night
as the Eastern men's basketball team lost to
Tennessee Tech 81-68 at a crowded Lantz Arena.
The Panthers (6-11, 1-5 Ohio Valley
Conference) fought for much of the first half
and took a four-point lead into the locker room,
but the Golden Eagles (11-6, 6-0 OVC)
outscored the Panthers 46-29 in the second half.
"Our defensive intensity wasn't quite the same
in the second half," Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels said.
In the first half, the Panthers forced 11
turnovers, shot five percent better from the field
and out-rebounded the Golden Eagles.
But junior guard Keyon Boyd's 15 points on
6-of-9 shooting kept them in the game.
"His offense in the first half carried us," Tech
head coach Mike Sutton said.
In the first half, Tech looked sluggish and senior forward Willie Jenkins said his team weren't
executing or pressuring the ball the way they
usually do.
It was the complete opposite in the second
half.
Samuels said for some reason the Panthers
came out a little bit down after halftime, while
the Golden Eagles came out fired up and ready
to retake the lead.
"We knew we had to play Tennessee Tech basketball in the second half," Jenkins said.
Tech did play its kind of basketball in the second half, showcasing its full-court press and forcing 10 turnovers while the Panthers forced just
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"Six to eight possessions five minutes into the
second half, they pressed us and it changed the
complexion of the game," Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels said. "We knew they were going to
press, and we worked on all their presses.
"We just panicked."
Sutton said his Eagles use the full-court press
every game. He said how effective it is just
depends on the situation.
On Saturday night, a four-point halftime
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deficit was the situation, and it was enough for
Sutton to call for full-court pressure.
And, the Panthers didn't respond.
"We just don't make plays," Samuels said.
He said when the Golden Eagles applied pressure, it seemed like none of the Panthers could
handle it - even the guards, who are used to
handling the ball.
SEE

LOSS

PAGE 11

Post presence not enough against Tennessee Tech
BY MARCUS jACKSON
SPORTS REPORTER

TEPHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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The Eastern women's basketball
team got a game-high 21 points from
senior center Pam O 'Connor and
committed a season-low five
turnovers, but it was not enough as
Tennessee Tech defeated the Panthers
86-68 Samrday afternoon in Lantz
Arena.
The Panthers (8 -9, 1-5 Ohio
Valley Conference) trailed the
Golden Eagles (12-5, 5-1) by as
many as 17 in the first half, but
Eastern went on a 14-3 run and
entered the locker room trailing by
just eight, 42-34.
The two teams traded baskets early
in the second half, and Eastern cut
the lead back to single digits on a pair
of free throws by sophomore guard
Megan Casad (eight points) with just
under six minutes to play.
A jumper by Tech, junior forward
Emily Christian (17 points), put

Tech back up by 10.
Tech junior guard Jana Reese then
provided the dagger with a threepointer from the left wing to put the
Eagles back up by 13 and they never
looked back.
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee
said that his team couldn't quite get
over the hump as Tech responded
anytime his team tried to make a run.
"They took our best blows offensively, and then answered back by
hitting some big shots," he said.
"And that's what good teams do."
Sallee said the Golden Eagles were
able to control the pace of the game,
and that made things tough against
the OVC's first-place team.
"They forced us to play their
tempo, and that bothered us, and
when they play the way they want to,
they're pretty good," Sallee said.

SEE

POST
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